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“TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED” in the transport document (5.4.1.1.15)
1.
In ADR/ADN 2019 a new indent was introduced into 3.1.2.6 as case b), which
indicates that, when the words “TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED” are not already included
in capital letters in the name of a substance if temperature control is used, this has to be added
as part of the proper shipping name.
2.

Nevertheless, 5.4.1.1.15 has not been updated. The present text of 5.4.1.1.5 is:

“5.4.1.1.15 Special provision for the carriage of substances stabilized by temperature control
If the word “STABILIZED” is part of the proper shipping name (see also 3.1.2.6), when
stabilization is by means of temperature control, the control and emergency temperatures (see
7.1.7) shall be indicated in the transport document, as follows:
“Control temperature: …ºC Emergency temperature: …ºC””
3.
The text in 5.4.1.1.15 now should directly reference the case when the words
“TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED” are included into the proper shipping name. This
would ease the application of the regulations for end users. The proposed amendment is
included into paragraph 8.
4.
Additionally, it may be interesting to include into the same paragraph a reference to
3.1.2.6 to recall the fact that the proper shipping name of the substance has to be modified.
5.4 should include all important facts to complete the transport document, and unless the user
is familiar with the transport of stabilized or temperature controlled products, the contents of
3.1.2.6 may be unknown. This reference to 3.1.2.6 could be done in a similar way as has been
done in 5.4.1.1.3 for wastes. The proposed amendment, additional to the one proposed in
paragraph 8, is included into paragraph 9.
“TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED” in the Special Provisions contained in 7.1.7
5.
In 7.1.7.3.2 it is indicated to which substances the provisions of 7.1.7 apply. Inter alia,
under a) substances for which the proper shipping name as indicated in column 2 of Table A
of Chapter 3.2 or according to 3.1.2.6 contains the word “STABILIZED” are named.
6.
To include into here also clearly those substances where in the proper shipping name
the words “TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED” are included, this case should be added into
the same indent. The proposed amendment is included into paragraph 10.

Proposals
7.
The proposed amendments only affect to ADR and ADN, as these provisions are not
contained in RID.
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8.
Spain proposes to amend the text of 5.4.1.1.15 to read as follows (deleted text shown
as stricken through, new text added in bold):
“5.4.1.1.15 Special provision for the carriage of substances stabilized by temperature control
If the wordwords “STABILIZED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED” isare part of the
proper shipping name (see also 3.1.2.6), when stabilization is by means of temperature
control, the control and emergency temperatures (see 7.1.7) shall be indicated in the transport
document, as follows:
“Control temperature: …ºC Emergency temperature: …ºC””
9.
Additionally, Spain proposes to include also into 5.4.1.1.15 the cross reference to
3.1.2.6 for modifying the proper shipping name (deleted text shown as stricken through, new
text added in bold):
“5.4.1.1.15 Special provision for the carriage of substances stabilized by or with temperature
control
If substances stabilized or with temperature control are carried, the proper shipping
name shall include the words “STABILIZED” or “TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED”
(see 3.1.2.6).
If the wordwords “STABILIZED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED” isare part of the
proper shipping name (see also 3.1.2.6), when stabilization is by means of temperature
control, the control and emergency temperatures (see 7.1.7) shall be indicated in the transport
document, as follows:
“Control temperature: …ºC Emergency temperature: …ºC””
10.
Spain proposes to amend the text of 7.1.7.3.2 to read as follows (deleted text shown
as stricken through, new text added in bold):
“These provisions also apply to the carriage of substances for which:
(a)
The proper shipping name as indicated in column 2 of Table A of Chapter 3.2
or according to 3.1.2.6 contains the wordwords “STABILIZED” or “TEMPERATURE
CONTROLLED”; or
(b)
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